International media sensation and Egyptian political satirist Bassem Youssef, also known as the “Arab Jon Stewart,” will share with the Stanford community his thoughts on why political satire has come to embody an important element of modern day politics. He will also reflect on his own experience as the co-founder and host of the internationally acclaimed political satire talk show “Al-Bernameg.” Youssef will discuss the challenges and obstacles he faced in providing the Egyptian public alternative viewpoints on politics not represented by the mainstream news media.

A CONVERSATION WITH BASSEM YOUSSEF
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 7:00-8:30 PM
CEMEX AUDITORIUM, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

The Arab Reform and Democracy Program at Stanford’s Center on Democracy, Development and the Rule of Law presents:

ON POLITICS AND SATIRE: A CONVERSATION WITH BASSEM YOUSSEF

International media sensation and Egyptian political satirist Bassem Youssef, also known as the “Arab Jon Stewart,” will share with the Stanford community his thoughts on why political satire has come to embody an important element of modern day politics. He will also reflect on his own experience as the co-founder and host of the internationally acclaimed political satire talk show “Al-Bernameg.” Youssef will discuss the challenges and obstacles he faced in providing the Egyptian public alternative viewpoints on politics not represented by the mainstream news media.

DOORS WILL OPEN AT 6:30 PM. PLEASE NOTE THIS IS A TICKETED EVENT. ONLY GUESTS WITH TICKETS WILL BE ADMITTED.
ORDER YOUR TICKET TODAY BY VISITING: sto.stanfordtickets.org

This event is sponsored by OpenXChange at Stanford, the Abbasi Program in Islamic Studies and Stanford CDDRL’s Program on Arab Reform and Democracy.